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LAKESHORE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CONGREGATION

AS WE GO ZOOMING ALONG…..
Join the Zoom Meeting on your device:
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/490921797.

Or Zoom by phone 438 809 7799
Meeting ID is 490 921 797 # (and # if prompted)

May 17th – 10:30am
Speaker: Dorothy Latta
Dorothy Latta of the Plattsburgh Fellowship has agreed to be our Zoom speaker – The
Reverend Galen Guengerich believes that we have outgrown the concept of a supernatural God, so we no longer need one, yet we still need religion to give us a sense of
common community and ethics and morality. Dorothy will present some of Rev.
Guernerich's thoughts on another way of looking at God.
Service Leader: Sheila Laursen

Music: Kerry-Anne Kutz

MAY 24th – 10.30am
Rev. Terre Balog
Reverend Terre Balof, who serves as the Minister of the U.U. Fellowship of Clemson,
South Carolina will speak about her efforts of building an interfaith anti anti-racism
coalition in her area and how the efforts are touching the personal and community at
large. She will focus on the personal aspects and the internalized racism in even the
most "woke" among us.
Timothy suggests: “the speaker will be referencing an article she researched and
thought it might be helpful to members to peruse beforehand.”
https://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/out-of-sight-out-of-mind-2/
Service Leader: Timothy Byrnes

Music: Kerry-Anne Kutz
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THE CUC PRESENTS: A Cross-Canada Sunday Service
Just a few years ago, creating possibilities for Canadian Unitarians to
meet with other Canadian Unitarians across this enormous country
was difficult to arrange – and expensive. Supercharged internet
band-width has changed that. The development of capabilities for a
‘single’ web-address to handle multiple remote connections, with
feeds for both voice and video from each participant, has enabled the
video-conference. LUUC is now using this technology with great
results for our ‘certified pandemic safe’ Sunday services.
Our Canadian Unitarian Congress jumped onto the video-conferencing band-wagon
relatively early. Unitarians in Victoria could now actually see and hear Unitarians in
Halifax in real time. This made the economically-necessary move from annual to biannual gatherings a workable possibility, rather than a change to be mourned and
regretted.
The May long-weekend is the traditional meeting time for CUC conferences – and we
were looking forward to having our youth attending the meeting in Halifax this weekend
‘in force’. The Pandemic changed all of that. In response, the CUC
leadership challenged themselves in yet another way: to use Zoom technology to hold a
Sunday service from coast-to-coast-to-coast.
This is a challenge on many levels, and I hope it sparks your curiosity sufficiently so that
you will check it out! This will be an exercise in “one event – many time zones”. The
whole point is to see each other in real time!
Here are the details:
Cross-Canada Sunday Service
Sunday, May 17, 9:30 am PT | 10:30 am MT | 11:30 am CT | 12:30 pm ET | 1:30 pm AT
| 2:00 pm NL
Join UUs from across Canada for a unique opportunity to celebrate in a national Sunday
Service together. Rev. Norm Horofker from the Universalist Unitarian Church of Halifax,
with his ministerial colleagues, will lead a worship service for Canadians across the
country and worldwide. Let’s come together virtually to celebrate our national connection
and our national conference. Join us on Zoom or watch on the CUC’s YouTube channel.
We welcome you, wherever you are.
Join us online at https://bit.ly/UUSundayService
[Our zoom-services usually end between 11:30--12:00 noon, so we will have about halfan-hour to take a 'health break', a snack, walk the dog, etc...] before joining in with UUs
across the country.
~ Susan
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IN TIMES OF CORONA
There was great praise for Gary Spiller at the last Board Meeting. Gary has been
instrumental in making our Zoom thing happen. Of course, several other LUUCers have
helped and advised to bring us Sunday Services every week – an amazing feat. I call
this our Zero to Zoom miracle. Ten days before our first on-line service, hardly anyone
had heard of Zoom – and then all of a sudden – there we were Zooming away – seeing
each other and chatting freely. Thank you all.
My Mother’s Day was a bit unusual this year. I had calls from my children – and then my
granddaughter Chelsea brought me a large bunch of pink flowers and an intriguing box
of English High Tea – Canadian style and very elegant. So, I sat in solitary splendor
munching on mini sandwiches – with the crusts cut off, of course – tasting dainty treats –
and sipping a mini ‘champers’. With all that activity going on – I missed the Sunday
Service.

.
Happy Birthday to Kathy Matyas whose big day is on Tuesday, May 18th. Kathy and her
husband Gabor are long time members of our congregation – and, their daughters
attended LUUC when they were young students. Have a lovely day Kathy!
It’s Traci Williams’ birthday on Friday May 21st – Happy Birthday Traci – hope you are
coping well and staying well.
Sunday May 23rd is my daughter Briony’s and Sheila Laursen’s birthday. I hope you
both have a lovely day – Happy Birthday!

What happened in Wuhan should have stayed in Wuhan. But I
have to tell you that when I went to Wuhan several years ago – I
didn’t want to stay either!
~ ed
I just realized why this month is called May –it may rain, it may snow it may be 70 degrees
and it may be 20 degrees.
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THE JOINT BOARD MEETING ON THE BUDGET
We held a joint meeting of the two Boards last Tuesday evening - the Incoming Board
and the Outgoing Board – and believe me there are easier things to do than conduct a
budget meeting via Zoom. It lasted 2½ hours, supervised by the very thorough
Christopher Thomson – and I for one am very grateful to him for his diligence and
competence concerning our finances over the past 4 years.
The New Board is full of competent people and, as one member indicated, is strongly
social action oriented, so we can expect more of our time and treasure to go in that
direction. The 20/21 Board members have their work cut out for them, as they’ll have to
cope with the ‘new’ normal and make decisions that we, as a church have never had to
make before.
The Outgoing Board was not able to implement its planned canvas lunch this April, nor
its biggest fundraiser - the Service Auction – although scaled down efforts are in the
works. Added to all this, our investments have taken a hit. But the meeting was not at
all glum or gloomy. On the contrary, there is great optimism and LUUC is working toward
solutions to communicate and care for almost each and every one in our small community.
Heather Falconer,
Outgoing Board Secretary
MASKS
Sheila Laursen says, that she checked this ad which she spotted in the Gazette
concerning personal protective masks made by a group of young Montreal entrepreneurs.
It might be of interest to LUUCers who may be worried about heading back to work in the
coming weeks. https://bienaller.com/pages/about-us
Margaret Godbeer suggests that this is a good link to Covid-19 resources:
https://rsc-src.ca/en/covid-19
A Sad Loss.....Pointe Claire Village lost one of its fun and friendly characters when David
Dow died on May 7. Affectionately know as the "Bird Man", Dave was the owner of the
delightful shop "La Cabane aux Oiseaux" on Bord du Lac in Pointe Claire. A special place
devoted to the care and housing of our feathered friends and back yard visitors it is filled
with colourful bird houses of all sizes and shapes, squirrel-proof bird feeders (that work!)
and nutritious seed mixes. The shop is a treasure trove of beautiful things to decorate
our homes or give as gifts, and there was no mistaking that Dave was an ardent fan of
Les Canadiens, as his dedication to that team was on display right up front! I will miss
dropping in for bird seed supplies, and great conversations with Dave replete with bird
lore, and wild life lessons too.
~ Sheila
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A COUPLE MORE PUZZLERS FOR YOU
Answers to last week’s puzzlers:
1. How much dirt in the hole? None.
2. What is always spelled incorrectly?
Incorrectly 3. Born in December yet in summer time? Born in the Southern
hemisphere.
***
1. If you were running a race, and you passed the person in 2nd place, what place
would you be in now?
2. Which is correct to say, "The yolk of the egg are white" or "The yolk of the egg is
white"?
3. If a farmer has 5 haystacks in one field and 4 haystacks in the other field, how
many haystacks would he have if he combined them all in a third field?
(answers next week) – ed
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FUTURE SERVICE
On May 31st Rev. Diane Rollert will be our speaker. As always, she is presenting a
thought-provoking proposition.
The World We Imagine Creating Together
May 31
Joint-Zoom-Service with the UCM [Unitarian Church of Montreal) and LUUC
Until then, something for each of us to think about:
UCM has been using the Zoom feature that allocates people to 'break-out rooms' where
the assigned participants talk about a question that has been raised by a presentation in
the service:
e.g. The world as we’d like to imagine it once this pandemic is over.
What are the things we want to let go of from this time and what are the things we’d like
to keep?
Already have a few ideas? Jot them down and we'll discuss them on May31st.

FOR MAUD BONNIER
This brave little cluster of white flowers – a
shy woodland plant called bloodroot - is from
my daughter Briony’s garden, but the
interesting thing is that several years ago, it
started as a single plant from Maud
Bonnier’s garden. When the flowers die,
the leaves become much larger and form
into interesting curly shapes. Thank you,
Maud for giving me this lovely plant when we
both had large and luscious gardens.
~ ed
Photo by Chelsea Scallan
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